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Staff Disciplinary and Grievance Procedure 
 

Emil Dale School of Performing Arts (EDSA) & Emil Dale Academy (EDA)***  

 

***In this policy, the abbreviation of EDA will be used to cover all business streams 

 

1. Aims and Purpose 
Rules and procedures are necessary for promoting orderly employment relations as well as ensuring the fairness and 

consistency of treatment for all employees at EDA. While rules set the standards of conduct and performance at work, 

procedures help ensure that the standards are adhered to and also provide a fair method of dealing with alleged 

failures to observe them.  

 

The purpose of the disciplinary procedure is to clarify the process that should be followed in situations where it has 

become evident that an employee’s conduct is of an unsatisfactory level and should be seen as a way of helping and 

encouraging improvement. Employees of EDA should know what is expected of them in terms of performance 

standards or conduct, and should be aware of action that will be taken if they continue to not meet these standards. 

 

This disciplinary procedure also has purposes of: 

• Trying to resolve matters without recourse to an employment tribunal.  

• Acting as a point of reference for an employment tribunal should someone make a complaint about the way 

they have been dismissed. 

 

Grievance procedures are set to provide employees with a course of action should they have a complaint that they 

are unable to resolve through regular communication with their line manager.  

 

This grievance procedure also has the aims and purpose of: 

• Providing employees with points of contact and timescales to resolve any issues of their concern. 

• Trying to resolve matters without recourse to an employment tribunal. 

 

EDA’s disciplinary and grievance procedures follow similar steps. The key difference is that disciplinaries are raised by 

EDA (the employer) to report an issue with the employee, whereas grievances are raised by the employee who has 

been affected. 
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2. Scope 

This procedure applies to all EDA staff (including all teaching staff and administrative staff) with the exception of the 

following:  

• Employees who are within a probationary period. Any issues of misconduct will generally be dealt with under the 

probation procedure.  

• Ill health cases.  

This procedure only applies to cases of General Misconduct. If an employee wishes to see what EDA’s actions may be 

in case of staff Gross Misconduct, please see Section 5. 

Differences between General and Gross Misconduct 

The difference between general misconduct and gross misconduct lies in the intensity of the act and its effect on 

EDA and its brand. 

Typically, misconduct includes unacceptable minor offenses that might require disciplinary actions but are not as 

acute as to result in immediate termination. Some examples of misconduct include: 

• Submitting incomplete work; 

• Being rude to colleagues or students; 

• Taking sick days when not actually sick; 

• Not following instructions properly; 

• Using work resources for personal benefit; 

• Being frequently absent from work. 

On the other hand, acts of gross misconduct are deliberate or amount to gross negligence and cause real damage to 

EDA. Examples of gross misconduct in the workplace are: 

• Committing theft or fraud; 

• Showing up intoxicated at work; 

• Being violent in the workplace; 

• Harassing coworkers or customers; 

• Being discriminatory; 

• Causing damage in the workplace. 
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3. Disciplinary Procedure 
When there is reason to believe that an employee’s conduct is of an unsatisfactory standard, matters will be dealt 

with as quickly as possible. Some of the most common reasons for EDA needing to take disciplinary action may include 

(but is not limited to): 

 

• General misconduct. 

• Alcohol or drug use. 

• Poor performance. 

• Poor timekeeping. 

• Unauthorised absence. 

• Bullying and harassment. 

• Theft and fraud. 

• Health and safety. 

• Breach of contractual agreement. 

 

The 10 step disciplinary procedure** 

 

**In accordance to the ACAS Code of Practice 

 

EDA carry out a 10 step disciplinary procedure which is as follows:  

 

1. Carry out necessary investigations – This may involve EDA Senior Management holding an investigatory 

meeting with the employee before a disciplinary hearing is carried out, or collating evidence that can be used 

at the disciplinary hearing.  

2. Decide whether disciplinary action is appropriate – Based on the findings of EDA Senior Management during 

the investigative stage, EDA will make a decision on the appropriate action to take. An investigation does not 

always lead to disciplinary action, EDA will aim to resolve issues and use the investigation stage as an 

opportunity to learn. Disciplinary action will only be invoked where there is a clear necessity to do so or if the 

investigative findings are uncertain. 

3. Arrange a disciplinary hearing – If it’s decided that a disciplinary case is needed, EDA will inform the employee 

in writing. Within this writing, the employee will be given a time and venue for the hearing, as well as being 

provided with sufficient information about the alleged misconduct or poor performance and of the possible 

consequences. 

4. Convene the hearing – EDA will hold the meeting without delay but with enough time for the employee to 

prepare. Employees will be able to exercise their statutory right to be accompanied.  

5. Introduce the complaint – In the meeting, EDA will explain the complaint against the employee and will go 

through the evidence that has been gathered.  

6. Allow the individual to state their case – The employee will be allowed to state their case and answer any 

allegations that have been made. They will also have the opportunity to ask questions, present evidence and 

call relevant witnesses.  

7. Call an adjournment before making a decision – EDA will decide the best outcome based on: the findings from 

the investigation and meetings, what is fair and reasonable, and what has been done in any similar cases 

previously* (*if applicable).  
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8. Reconvene the hearing and deliver the decision – EDA will inform the employee as soon as possible. If a 

warning is given, consequences of further misconduct should be outlined, along with a set timeline for 

improving, and any penalties that may occur if they don’t meet the deadline.  

9. Provide employees with an opportunity to appeal – On some occasions, an employee may feel like the 

disciplinary action taken against them is wrong or unjust. In this case, they should be able to appeal the 

decision, which they will be required to do in writing. EDA will then consult with external parties such as 

partnership schools Knights Templar and the University of Bedfordshire. 

10. Monitor the individual’s performance – If a disciplinary sanction was issued, the case should be reviewed 

according to the timelines given. This means reconvening with the employee, checking their progress on the 

goals set, and considering further action if deadlines haven’t been met.  

 

Levels of disciplinary sanction 

 

Sanction When is this appropriate? 

No action needed When it is decided there was no misconduct or 
performance issue, EDA will end the disciplinary 
procedure. Senior Management will talk privately with 
anyone who was involved, reassure them that there is 
nothing to worry about, and support them getting back 
to working at EDA as normal. 

Verbal/informal warning For minor incidents, EDA will give an oral (spoken) 

warning. The employee will be told of the reasons for 

the warning and will be informed that this is the first 

step of the disciplinary procedure. EDA will include 

steps that they believe the employee can take in order 

to improve. EDA will keep a written record of what has 

been said in their Single Central Record. This will stay 

official for 6-months, and will be considered redundant 

and discarded after this period.  

First written warning This is used for more serious offences, or where the 
behavior described in the oral warning persists. A letter 
to the employee will describe the incident or 
misbehaviour; say what improvements EDA expect to 
be made and on what timescale. EDA will also state that 
the employee will be issued with a final written warning 
if the situation does not improve. EDA will keep a 
record of the letter in their Single Central Record. This 
will stay official for 12-months, and will be considered 
redundant and discarded after this period. 

Final written warning If improvements have not been made within the 
timescale from a previous written warning, EDA will 
issue a letter which outlines the employees failure to 
have improved on the previous complaint. This letter 
will explain that, if the employee fails to improve after 
this warning, consequences could include dismissal or 
other actions that are deemed appropriate such as 
demotion or suspension. EDA will keep a record of the 
letter in their Single Central Record. This will stay 
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official for 12-months, and will be considered 
redundant and discarded after this period. 

Dismissal  EDA may end the employee’s contract if: there has 
been gross misconduct, or the disciplinary procedure 
has had to be repeated and the employee previously 
had received a final written warning. Dismissal will only 
be decided by The Principal of EDA.  

EDA advise for all staff members to familiarise themselves with the Acas website should they require further 

information on disciplinary procedures - Disciplinary and grievance procedures | Acas  
  

https://www.acas.org.uk/disciplinary-and-grievance-procedures
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4. Grievance Procedure 

Grievances occur when employees believe that they have been wrongly treated by their employer. Common causes 
of grievances include (but are not limited to): 

• Bullying and harassment. 

• Bad working relationships. 

• Improper working conditions. 

• Violation of organisational rules. 

• Favouritism and nepotism.  

• Unfair treatment regarding pay & promotions. 

• Irrational management policies. 

• Discrimination.  

Dealing with grievances informally 

Employees of EDA are encouraged to raise their concerns with their line manager (or The Principal if their concern is 
related to their Line Manager) informally at first, in order to solve the problem quickly and protect good working 
relations. However, EDA recognise that informal approaches may not work, and that the employee will wish to 
formally raise a grievance. 

Formal grievance 

If the matter is serious or employees wish to raise it formally, they should put the grievance in writing to their line 
manager (or The Principal if their concern is related to their line manager). Employees are encouraged to keep to the 
facts and avoid language that is insulting or abusive. 

Grievance hearing 

EDA Senior Management will call the employee to a meeting with their line manager (unless if the grievance is 
regarding the employee’s line manager), usually within 5 working days, to discuss their grievance. Employees have 
the right to be accompanied by a colleague or trade union representative should they desire. 

After the meeting, the employee’s line manager will give the employee a decision in writing, usually within 24 hours. 

If Senior Management needs more information before making a decision, they will inform the employee of this and 
the timescale. 

Appeal 

If employees are unhappy with the decision on their grievance, they can raise an appeal. Employees are asked to 
contact their line manager (or The Principal if their concern is related to their Line Manager) about this. 
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Employees will be invited to an appeal meeting, normally within 5 working days, with EDA Senior Management, the 
Director the company, and a representative from an external party such as the Knights Templar School or the 
University of Bedfordshire. Employees have the right to be accompanied by a colleague or trade union 
representative. 

After the meeting The Principal (or company director) will give employees a decision, usually within 24 hours. The 
Principal’s (or owner’s) decision is final. 

EDA advise for all staff members to familiarise themselves with the Acas website should they require further 

information on grievance procedures - Disciplinary and grievance procedures | Acas 

 

5. Gross Misconduct 

Gross misconduct is severe behaviour that is deliberate, unprofessional, unethical, or illegal. It goes against all 
standards of conduct set out in the company. Often it entails that it is not safe or appropriate for the employee to 
remain in the workplace.   

The profound implications of such behaviour immediately break the trust between the employer and the employee. 
This leads to disciplinary actions up to immediate summary dismissal of the worker without notice or pay in lieu 
(PILON). 

Examples of Gross Misconduct 

 

• Theft, fraud, or dishonesty  

This misconduct can incur huge losses for employers and damage their relationships with employees and clients. It 

includes examples such as:  

o Stealing cash  

o Taking office supplies  

o Falsely claiming expenses  

o Falsifying documents  

o Gaining from espionage  

 

• Violent or rude behaviour  

Acts of violence or offensive behaviour can happen between co-workers, employees and students, workers and 

management, or employees and people who come to the work site. Examples of this type of misconduct involve:  

o Physical assault  

o Bullying  

o Sexual harassment  

o Aggressive or intimidating behaviour  

o Threats of violence  

https://www.acas.org.uk/disciplinary-and-grievance-procedures
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o Dangerous misbehaviour   

o Discrimination  

 

• Violation of health and safety rules  

All employees are responsible for maintaining the safety and health of others in the workplace. Failure to do so by 

acting in the following manners can present a significant liability for workers.  

o Refusing to wear protective equipment  

o Removing equipment safeguards  

o Handling dangerous chemicals without care  

o Driving recklessly at the work site  

o Failing to protect co-workers who are at greater risk, such as pregnant employees  

 

 

• Damage to the business or the workplace  

Acts of misconduct that cost the company money, harm its reputation, or destroy company property can result in 

legal action. These include, but are not limited to behaviours such as:  

o Wilful vandalism or destruction, such as arson or data breach  

o Gross negligence that leads to damage, such as improper storage of resources or leaving equipment 

unsupervised  

o Physical or verbal actions that directly oppose the values that EDA promote 

 

 

• Acts of misconduct because of alcohol or drugs  

Being under the influence can put employees and the rest of the staff at risk of accidents or make workers less 

productive and effective at their jobs. Offenses related to alcohol and drugs include examples such as:  

o Being incapable of working due to intoxication or drug use  

o Holding or taking drugs while in the workplace  

o Buying or selling drugs on the premises 

 
Document Review 
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sections 

 


